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Good morning, I’m here to speak about the situation of Non-teaching adjuncts (NTAs) in CUNY, 
specifically those in the CUNY libraries. 

  As Senior Vice Chancellor Sapienza noted, NTAs perform work identical to full-time 

faculty in their areas including counseling, advising and librarianship. Yet NTAs are paid at an 
extremely low rate -- 60%, not of their full-time peers, but of teaching adjuncts, who themselves 
make a fraction of full-time wages. Many of these employees are in the academic "gig economy" 
and so in desperate need of even this form of exploitative employment to survive. 

  In the libraries, NTAs provide essential reference, instruction and other library 

services. As full-time staffing levels have dropped and as the hiring freeze has been extended, 
NTAs have been essential in maintaining any semblance of normal service levels for the CUNY 
students and faculty who depend on the libraries for their academic and scholarly success. 
Additionally, they have been at the heart of CUNY's Open Educational Resources -- OER – 
initiatives. OER seeks to increase student learning outcomes by giving students open access to 
resources rather than having to purchase expensive proprietary textbooks.   

  As a result of CUNY's voluntary and unnecessary decision to follow Betsy DeVos’s 

optional guidance and the University’s failure to act independently to use CARES Act money to 
keep workers on payroll as Congress intended, many NTAs have had their hours cut. 

  NTAs were one of several titles in the PSC to experience harrowing month-to-month 
employment prior to CUNY adopting a temporary budget and they may be in that position again 
going forward. The precarity our adjuncts experience is already terrible and the level of precarity 
inflicted on them in recent months is wholly unacceptable. It must not happen again. 

  In addition to having hours cut and receiving monthly contracts, some NTAs were from 

the onset of the semester only given work until the end of October. 

  Other library NTAs, particularly those working in the area of OER, were reappointed 

but haven’t been called back to work yet due to state allocated funding not having yet come 
through.  

  It’s shameful that the most vulnerable employees in CUNY are bearing the brunt of 

CUNY’s DeVos guided choices. It bears noting that despite the current crisis CUNY enrollment 
is near an all-time high. We need investment in CUNY not only to keep our NTAs on the job and 
in the service of our students, but so that we can fill full-time vacancies with these amazing 
librarians and grow our services to meet the needs of our record-breaking enrollments. 

 
Thank you. 


